
The Job Search Playbook: A Leaders Guide to Accessing the Hidden Job Market By
konacoffeebelt.org Up to date and brilliant advice on personal branding how to network attract
recruiters and optimise your job search from 94 pages I was recommended to follow Andrew and
Zoe on LinkedIn and subsequently bought this book a couple of months ago. Having been fortunate
enough to not have to find work for over 30 years the company that I worked for went into 94 pages
If you are an executive or leader who is on the job market then this is for you. The Job Search
Playbook will change your perspective and help you create your own simple clear go–to market plan
so you can reach your peak during your job searching activities and gain an edge at every stage,

This book is amazing definitely has made me think differently about job hunting and how LinkedIn
can really help. Has made me step out my comfort zone too on numerous occasions now, It’s such an
easy book to use as a 94 pages Wonderful book for those job searching like me many great points
about personal branding and networking, 94 pages Some really good insights into how to become
the CEO of your own job search, Split into short chapters The Job Search Playbook covers everything
from LinkedIn presence to cv writing to interview prep and negotiation: 94 pages

A fantastic book that's easy to read full of useful tips advice and calls to action for a pathway to
whatever you choose in your career. As soon as I started reading the book I knew it was going to be
relevant to me. In chapter 2 there is a fictional character whose experience was 94 pages Very
useful book only 90 pages but full of easy to implement tips: I HIGHLY recommend this book to
anyone who has fallen down that rabbit hole of job searching and struggling to find a way out: 94
pages Andrew was mentioned to me by a very nice guy from a recruitment agency who gave me
some feedback after being rejected for a role that I had applied for: Modern job searching is far from
simple as the game has changed: Interviews have changed networking has changed and it is
estimated that 85% of senior roles are never advertised and exist only in the “hidden market”, It is
no wonder that many leaders on the move lose confidence lose clarity and struggle to attract the
type of role they desire. Lets get to work! The Job Search Playbook: A Leaders Guide to Accessing
the Hidden Job Market.

. Networking is key to learning and growing as a person.Well worth the purchase! 94 pages An easy
to navigate book. It explains things in a sample yet informative way. Areas are broken down into
sections and examples given


